Food & Beverage
We understand that a clean restaurant is crucial for its success! For a good restaurant to be a great
restaurant, you’ll need a spotless kitchen, a nice atmosphere and a clean dining area. Proper cleaning
and sanitation are key to the health and safety of your customers and employees. After all, because
your business is food, clean surfaces are a necessity to prevent contamination.

Protect your customers and employees from slipping. Restaurant are inherent to a greasy environment
that can create slippery floors. Around the clock traffic with harsh weather, and spills pose additional
slip and fall hazards. Cleaning floors in the kitchen and the customer area quickly is key to preventing
slip-and-fall accidents.
The i-mop quickly cleans and recaptures solution, typically leaving floors clean, dry (as measured by
standardized slip testing), and safe within seconds. Using the i-mop in combination with our slip alert
can save you time, money and help you prevent any slip accidents and serious injuries.

Slip Test
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I-MOP XL

Revolutionary, flexible and powerful
The i-mop family cleans up to 70% faster than conventional wet mopping and up
to 30% faster than conventional auto scrubbing. The i-mop and its ability to get
right to the edge and under obstacles means a virtual elimination of manual
operations that are required to supplement conventional machine scrubbing.

Wet mopping with dirty water and slippery floors are a thing of
the past. The imop’s advanced suction technology extracts
virtually all of the cleaning solution and whatever liquid
happens to be on the floor, leaving floors dry and safe to walk
on almost immediately.

ATP testing confirms that i-mop’s twin counter-rotating brushes deep scrub
for 90% cleaner surfaces compared to conventional mopping. Modular
HACCP color coded accessories help you prevent cross contamination in
food prep and hygiene-critical areas.
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Healthcare
What defines cleanliness?
In some industries, a visual inspection might be enough. In hospitals, lives actually depend on how clean a
room is. Not just the floor but also all other surfaces. Contamination of high-touch environmental surfaces
plays an important role in transmission of pathogens in the acute care hospital setting.
With our i-know kit you can start monitoring the cleanliness of high-touch areas. You can use
the ATP tests from this kit to quickly check if surfaces have been cleaned thoroughly. By
implementing a monitoring tool, cleaning personnel will perform more consistently because
they know cleanliness will be measured regularly.

When cleaning in critical patient environments, it is important to maintain the highest standards of cleanliness,
as measured by ATP values, in order to guarantee a hygienic, safe environment. The cleaning of hard surfaces
in hospital rooms is critical for reducing health-care associated infections.
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Disinfectants
We also offer a wide range of disinfectants as well as disinfectant services for you to ensure your
facility is not only clean, but also free from bacteria. From floor care to indoor disinfection to restroom
maintenance, we offer the products and the training to help your staff achieve the highest levels of
health, safety, and cleanliness.
Total Services has trained and experienced personnel that will train your staff on how and what the
facility needs in order to be properly cleaned.

EM360- Emist indoor disinfection

The EMist EM360 is the most powerful, efficient and cost-effective
disinfection treatment available today.
Its patented application system places an electrostatic charge to liquid
disinfectants as they leave the spray nozzle, which causes them to cling to
virtually any surface and destroy 99.9999% of germs*. And because one
gallon of solution can cover up to 54,000 square feet of surface area per
hour, facility managers can save up to 50% on the cost of solution and 45%
on labor.

vs
EM360

Normal Procedure
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Total Antibacterial
Total Anti-Bac is a biodegradable liquid hand soap especially formulated with fine
emollients and skin protecting agents that combines extra mildness with a total
broad spectrum antibacterial efficacy. Total Anti-Bac should be your first choice
when hygiene is of importance, such as in food Service, healthcare and office building
services.

Mikro Guard NR
MikroGuard NR is a neutral, non-rinse, non-foam, cleaner disinfectant, sanitizer,
fungicide, virucide, mildewstat and deodorizer solution. MikroGuard is specially
developed for hospital, institution & industrial use. This will allow the user to
disinfect without having to rinse the surface afterwards. Now available for you to
use in your home. Mikro Guard NR is completely harmless to our environment.

SHA-ZYME™
SHA-ZYME™ is no-rinse daily cleaner and degreaser for use on porous hard surfaces
such as concrete, quarry tile, ceramic tile, brick, any grouted floor surface and vinyl tile.
Especially in kitchens and food preparation areas, SHA-ZYME™ with deep cleaning
action removes grease and grime below the surface to make quarry tile floors (and
grout) more slip resistant. Dissolves organic waste on floors leaving a more sanitary
condition.

Suma Tab
Chlorine tablets Suma Tab D4 tab are used as disinfectants bactericidal and
fungicidal activity, suitable for all surfaces including those in contact with
foodstuffs. Suma Tab D4 tab is a very effective pill for disinfection of all food and
non-food surfaces. Suma Tab D4 tab is particularly effective stable solution of
chlorine over a large number of micro-organisms, regardless of the water
hardness. One tablet dissolved in 10 liters of water, 150 ppm free chlorine (1 tablet
of 2.7 g 1.5 g of free chlorine). Sold in boxes of 4 boxes of 300 tablets.
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Education
Education is the foundation of our future. Let’s keep our future clean. Our public and private buildings
house our children, teachers, custodial staff and other personnel for most of the week. It is vital that the
air, floor, ceiling and every space is as clean as possible to provide them with a healthy start of their
journey in life.
Clean blackboards and clean seats. Microfiber cleaning has changed the industry from the moment it
was introduced. Less chemical and water usage equals a more sustainable and healthy planet.A
solution for every area. Total Services has a complete range of floor cleaning machines for every
section of your school building and campus.

Make the most of your floors in classrooms, labs, and hallways with the i-mop XL, and vacuum the
carpets with our i-vac line (5B, 6, 9B or 30UR, depending on your wants and needs). Keep your
playground, parking lots and other outdoor areas gum free with the i-gum, and scrub away any grout
areas with the i-scrub 21B.
Replace mops and buckets used to clean locker rooms, restrooms, and stairwells with the innovative
and revolutionary i-mop XL. Save tremendous time & travel costs with the i-land (an all-in-one cleaning
cart solution), and discover new ways to structure your cleaning operations. Total Services has a long
tradition of serving the elementary, secondary, and university education markets. School environments
are as varied as they come, and Total Services has the solutions to properly maintain these facilities,
from the classroom floors to the cafeteria kitchens to the gym hardwoods.
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Heavy Industry
Not just any cleaning products will do. Heavy machinery, engines, oils, and greases call for more than
just your average cleaner. Total Services equips the right cleaner, tough and strong enough to clean even
the greasiest, dirtiest, and grimiest environments.
With a full line of powerful degreasers, you will find the product formulated to clean your precise soiling
component off of your precise surface.

From the assembly plant to the front office, manufacturing & industrial facilities demand a range of floor
cleaning equipment to maintain a productive environment and meet health and safety requirements.
Total Services offers proven floor care equipment — including auto scrubbers, vacuums, workstations and
much more — for all types of manufacturing facilities. Call Total Services Aruba today for your FREE demo
of our cleaning machines at 525-3444.
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Government & Public building
Library halls, police stations, fire stations & other municipal buildings are a diverse group of buildings,
that each require multiple machines that can handle different flooring, walls, desks and more.

Public and government buildings are the foundation of where people gather for certain information, and
are definitely considered high-traffic areas. To keep every facility as clean as possible, we recommend
using a wide selection of products.
We offer a diverse product line ranging from auto scrubbers, vacuum cleaners, microfiber cloths, and even
window washing equipment. Multiple facilities, one cleaning system
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The competitive nature of the retail industry isn't limited to the merchandise on the shelves. Ensure your store
has that wow-factor for customers with clean, welcoming entryways, aisles, checkout areas, fitting rooms and
rest rooms. Overall cleanliness and appearance — especially in high-traffic areas — are important for creating
positive customer experiences that drive repeat business.

Tennant T-350
When your floors require frequent, thorough and hygienic scrubbing, dependable Tennant floor
scrubbers will help you keep your facility looking its best. Choose the high-quality construction of
Tennant scrubbers, designed to stand up to the harshest — and handle the most delicate —
environments.

High productivity rates and great maneuverability make this
stand-on scrubber an ideal choice for large or obstructed spaces.
Choose Tennant technologies like the ec-H2O NanoClean® system
and Smart-Fill™ automatic battery watering for added benefits.
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Hospitality
In the hospitality business, guests and customers expect facilities to be clean, safe and inviting without
any inconvenience to them. Enhance your facility’s image and minimize disruption with a range of
durable, reliable floor cleaning machines to fill every need, from daily cleaning in guest rooms to deep
cleaning lobby carpets to scrubbing and drying hard floors.

Liberation from the cord. Working with cordless machines liberates the cleaners in your facility, and
noticeably cuts back on time and power issues. Cleaning a hotel room can be quite a hassle when looking
at small sized areas filled with obstructions (beds, desks, tables, cabinets & more) that need high quality
cleaning every day.
Total Services offers its clients cordless vacuum cleaners that can vastly improve your cleaning quality
while saving a tremendous amount of time. Call Total Services Aruba today and ask one of our sales
representatives about our cordless machines that we have available to you at 525-3444.
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Hospitality

Technical Specifications
The cassette filter prevents tiny harmful particles like dust, bacteria
and dust mites from being reintroduced back into the environment.
Improved air quality is the result. With its powerful motor and design
i-vac is a compact battery powered vacuum cleaner with amazing
airflow and suction power.

Quick time saver
Cleaning with a battery powered vacuum cleaner is a quick time
saver. Unwinding, plugging in & out and rewinding takes 30
seconds every time. Cleaning a hotel with 20 rooms with the i-vac
saves you 61 hours every year. Just put it on and start working nonstop.

Better for everyone
i-vac has surprised every user with its proven mobility, design and power.
When operating i-vac cleaners feel complete freedom of movement. The
ease of use and lightweight makes i-vac a favourite of many cleaners.
Cleaners are happier, more engaged. Not to mention ensuring a cleaner,
healthier environment.
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